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Research Question

General
Could curriculum affect the formation of national identity?
If so, by what mechanisms?

Clots-Figueras and Masella (2013, EJ): students under bilingual
system feel more Catalan and are more likely to vote for Catalan
parties

Cantoni et al (2016, JPE): The effect of high school curriculum
reform on ideology
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Cantoni et al (2016)

Results
I High school curriculum reform in China causally changed Peking

University student’s political institution preference
I More trust in government, less trust in unconstrained

democracy and market economy
I No effect on identity

Potential limitations
I How generalizable are these findings to other students?
I How persistent are these effects?
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This Paper

Contribution:
I Use representative sample of the whole population in Taiwan,

not just sample from elite school
I Longer data period to investigate how curriculum effects change

over time
I Focus on national identity
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This Paper

Textbook Reform:
I In September 1997, the Taiwanese government published new

textbooks for junior high school students
⋆ Knowing Taiwan series of textbooks for social studies: history,

geography, and civics
I The history curriculum adopted a new perspective on the

nation’s history, and provided abundant Taiwan-related content
⋆ All of which had been absent from previous textbooks

I Students enrolled after September 1997 were exposed; earlier
education cohorts read old textbooks for examination
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This Paper

Research Design:
I Regression Discontinuity Design

⋆ Children born after September are required to enter next
education cohort

⋆ Those who entered junior higher school after September 1997
should be born after September 1984

⋆ Running variable: birth cohort (birth year-month)
⋆ Cut-off: September 1984
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Comparison of the Textbooks
Old Textbook focused on history of mainland China

I Students have to learned the history of China during their first
two year

I Only 16 pages on Taiwan
⋆ Describe how to develop Taiwan as a base for recovering China

New Textbook content focuses on history of Taiwan
I Students have to learned the history of Taiwan during their first

year
I Now 116 pages on Taiwan

⋆ It has eleven chapters and each chapter described how ancestors
of different ethnic groups made developments in Taiwan

background
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Old Textbook: 16 Pages about Taiwan
One chapter and a section
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New Textbook: 116 pages about Taiwan
A whole year
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Comparison of the Textbooks

Term usage also changed

Examples:
I Old textbook: ’our country’ for both China and Taiwan
I New textbook: ’China’ ’Taiwan’
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Old Textbook: Our Country
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New Textbook: China
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Old Textbook: Our Country
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New Textbook: Taiwan
back
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Preview of Results

Main Results
18 percentage points increase of reporting holding Stronger
Taiwanese identity out of control group mean 0.6

Heterogeneity: Education track
I Hard working (academic track) students are affected, while

vocational track students are not

Heterogeneity: Hometown Ethnic distribution
I Students lived in areas with less Taiwanese identity (less

Hoklo people) are affected
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Preview of Results

Does curriculum effect persists?

The effect of new curriculum is persistent

However, the effect of old curriculum is overcome by social trend
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Data

Taiwan Social Change Survey
I Repeated Cross section, representative sample of total

population, aged 18 above
I Sample for main results: 2003–2005 (age 18-22)
I Sample for long run effect: 2009–2014 (age 23-32)

Individuals born close to September 1984
I Four education cohorts: September 1982 – September 1986
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The Identity Question

”In our society, somebody call themselves ”Taiwanese,”
some body call themselves ”Chinese,” and somebody call
themselves ”both.” Do you consider yourself as
”Taiwanese,” ”Chinese,” or ”both”?”

Taiwanese Identity =

{
1 if Taiwanese,
0 Both or Chinese

Less than 5% of the sample respond with Chinese
Stronger vs Weaker Taiwanese identity
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Taiwanese Identity
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Regression Discontinuity Design

Identityi =α0 + α1TextBooki + f(m; β) + γXi + ηj + δt + ϵi

I Identityijt: a dummy variable indicating Taiwanese for identity
an individual i

I TextBooki: a dummy variable indicating an individual i born
after September 1984

I f(m;β): first-order polynomial of birth cohort m interacting
fully with TextBook
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Regression Discontinuity Design

Identityijt =α0 + α1TextBooki + f(m; β) + γXi + ηj + δt + ϵijt

I Xi: gender, parents’ edu, parents’ ethnicity, Hoklo people ratio
(dummy) Sample

I ηj: home county fixed effect
I δt: survey year fixed effect
I Clustered s.e: birth cohort (birth year-month)
I Bandwidth: 24 months (2 academic year)
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Main Result: Graph
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Survey year fixed effects controlled, 15-20 percentage points increase
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Main Result
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RD Assumptions

Survey sample is balanced around the cut-off
I Number of observations
I Parents’ ethnicity, Parents’ education level, Self education level
I Home − Hoklo − Ratio is not balanced, control in the regression

Observables

Parents do not control birth month precisely in Taiwan
I Quarter of birth endogeneity (Fan et al, 2014)
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Robustness Check

Bandwidth Choice bandwidth

I 48 Months → 24 months
Falsification Test falsification

I 1996, 1995, 1994 September as fake reform year
I Use 1983, 1982, 1981 September as cutoffs
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Mechanism: Memorization

Hypothesis
If students study the material more (higher intensity of exposure),
their national identity are more affected by the content of textbook.

In Taiwan, high school exams rely on a lot of memorization.
I Students going to general high school will need to study it more
I Students opting for vocational training do not

Subgroup analysis by education track
I Academic track
I Vocational track
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Subgroup Analysis: Education Track

Academic (214 obs)
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Vocational (203 obs)
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Subgroup Analysis: Education Track
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Mechanism: Change People’s Prior Belief
Hypothesis
Students lived in areas with less Taiwanese identity are originally
endowed with less Taiwan-oriented information, and thus would be
affected more once exposed to the new textbook

Subgroup analysis by hometown ethnic distribution

There are four major ethnic groups in Taiwan
I Hoklo, Mainlanders, Hakka, Aborigines

Hoklo people are more likely to recognize themselves as
Taiwanese

I Living in hometown with high Hoklo ratio v.s. low Hoklo ratio
I Hoklo ratio median: 77.1%
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Taiwanese Identity: Low Hoklo Ratio v.s. High
Hoklo Ratio
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town
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Subgroup Analysis: Hometown Ethnic Distribution

Low Hoklo Ratio (186 obs)
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Subgroup Analysis: Hometown Ethnic Distribution
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Long-Run: RD Graph
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Long-Run Effect of Curriculum and Social Trend
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Long-Run Effect

In the long run, people hold similar identity with regardless of
the textbooks they read

Two possibilities
I Taiwanese identity of those who read new textbooks decline
I Taiwanese identity of those who read old textbooks catch up
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Long-Run: RD Graph
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Long-Run Effect

Possible Channel
I Old textbook effect overwhelmed by the society trend
I Spillover effect of Knowing Taiwan series through peer

interaction
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Society Trend
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Taiwanese government tried to sign FTA with China in 2010

Many young people are against this agreement and induce a lot of
protests
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Wrap Up

Curriculum can affect one’s national identity

I By making students memorize materials

I By changing students’ prior belief

In the long run, whether curriculum has persistent effect on
one’s national identity depends on social trend
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Thank you
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The Textbook Reform
Democratization Process

I 1987 martial law lift, 1996 president election.

Kuomintang Democratic Progress Party

I Increase of Taiwanese identity: Taiwanese identity is strong
enough to tolerate the attack from people holding Chinese
identity

I Ethnicity in Taiwan: Hoklo, Hakka, Mainlanders, Aborigines

Research of Historians on Taiwan history: new perspective
back
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Sample selection

People born outside of Taiwan or lived longest outside Taiwan
before 15
Missing values in demographic variable
Answer Other in identity question
Total: 19

417
= 4.5% back
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Bandwidth Choice
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Falsification Test
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Robustness Check: Higher Polynomial Order
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Robustness Check: Examine Smoothness of
Observable Covariates at Cutoff
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